
WorkCenter 
WorkCenter captures real time labor for technicians as 
they work on various requests throughout a day. Users can 
easily manage their workload for the day by viewing all their 
assigned work from a phone or tablet. The functionality 
allows users to create work orders and issue parts on the 
fly. This application is built for technicians and road service 
personnel who use FleetFocus on a daily basis.

Reservation Center
Reservation Center is an app that allows customers to 
book and manage motor pool reservations directly from 
their smartphone or tablet. Reservation Center is part of 
the AssetWorks SmartApps Suite and integrates directly 
with FleetFocus fleet management software and KeyValet 
automated motor pool.

Dashboards
The Dashboards app brings key performance indicators 
to the user’s device. This can be beneficial for the 
shop floor, administrative personnel, fleet managers 
and executives. All dashboards are configured within 
FleetFocus and tailored to the specific user.

Yard Check
The Yard Check app allows users to update meter readings, 
enter service requests and condition ratings for multiple 
vehicles at a time. 

MyVehicle 
MyVehicle is an application designed for the vehicle 
operator. This app provides operators with information 
about any vehicle that is associated to them in FleetFocus. 
The app also allows users to report incidents, change 
parking locations, review WO history, input meter readings 
and view any upcoming preventative maintenance work. 

Inspection Checklist
The Inspections mobile app minimizes paper forms for any 
type of inspection or checklist, like pre-trip and post-trip, 
annual condition assessments, preventive maintenance 
(PM) checklists and more. 

Collisions
The Collisions app was designed to assist drivers after 
an accident has occurred.  Drivers will be able to quickly 
enter information regarding the collision including, 
locations, parties involved, and driving conditions.  
Capturing the collision in a timely manner will help Fleet 
Managers address the situation quickly and accurately.

MyInventory
The MyInventory SmartApp was designed for your 
parts room. In the app, your staff can conduct physical 
inventory counts from their smart devices. The app 
supports both offline and categorized entries.  
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SmartApps

The fleet industry looks completely different now than it did just a few years ago. Mobile technology and 
applications have drastically changed the way fleets and fleet professionals operate. Today, it is more vital than ever 
for drivers and other field workers to be able to complete tasks on-the-go and for technicians and office personnel to 
work within their fleet management software system without being chained to their computers. 

AssetWorks SmartApps Suite offers fleets convenience, ease-of-use and integration of each mobile application with 
the FleetFocus fleet management solution. Each application in the suite was designed with fleet professionals in mind.
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The SmartApps Suite will continue releasing new mobile applications in order to help make the everyday tasks 
of fleet professionals easier with mobile technology. Visit AssetWorks.com/fleet.


